Under the G for Green!

Energy-Wise Bingo
Oct. 26 - Nov. 9

Board 3

Name: _______________________________________________

B

I

Unplug all idle
electronics before
leaving the house this
week

Buy that item used
instead of new

Clean out your vehicle Dust off all radiators
to decrease its overall and light bulbs in your
weight
home

N

Fix a leaky faucet or
tap in your house. No
leaks? Then take your
usual shower a bit
cooler
Try BC Hydro’s cost
calculator for a few
items around the
house

G

O

Empty the dryer’s lint
tray before each load

Create that Halloween
costume out of
recycled/upcycled
materials

Find a copy of a utility
Replace dead
bill for your house/
batteries with
apartment
rechargeable batteries
Add a dry cotton
towel to your dryer
load for faster drying
time

Study or read in
natural light this week

Take transit for a day

Reflect on one habit
you can change to
conserve electricity

Rearrange your
furniture to uncover
furnace vents

Let your hair air dry
instead of using a
blow-dryer

Sell/donate an old
item you no longer
use

Clean stovetop
burners

Relax with a candle
instead of electric
light

Lower the thermostat
by 1-2°C before bed
for improved sleep

Reflect on one habit
you can change to
conserve heat energy

Look up ‘Passive
House’ – share fave
fact

After using the oven,
leave door open to
heat the house

Adjust the fridge and
freezer to their ideal
temperature

How to Play:
1. Complete one or more lines on a board. Play all three
boards if you’re up for a challenge! Each completed
line counts as one entry to win. A line is made by
connecting five boxes in either a straight line or on a
diagonal. Lines may make use of the ‘free’ star in the
middle of the board.

3. To enter, email energy@unbc.ca with a photo
or digital copy of your marked up board(s) and
corresponding evidence for each tile. The first 15
verified participants automatically win a $5 gift
certificate from Degrees Coffee. They will also be
entered in to the main draw.

2. Keep evidence of each completed tile – a photo,
video, receipt, screenshot, journal entry, scribbles, –
it’s up to you! Evidence will be used to determine a
participant’s eligibility and their number of entries. Be
sure to submit evidence for each tile.

4. All verified entries will be entered into the main draw.
c I would LOVE to share my stories and tile evidence with UNBC Marketing for
current and future campaign promotion!
c I wish to opt out of sharing my stories and tile evidence for UNBC Marketing
purposes.

